
Comments from Comminution ‘08 delegates 
 
I think the conference was excellent, though I work with grinding mills full time. I like the mix of both company 
presentations and scientific papers.  And it’s a great opportunity for me to finally meet and talk to people interested 
in something as unusual as a grinding mills and development around it.  
 
Some of the papers were maybe too academic for my taste, but maybe some day the lead to something useful for 
industry. Some of the presentations had very little background data to base their phenomenal results on (like a Fairy 
Tale with a lucky ending).  
 
I really liked Falmouth, wonderful choice of place for this conference. Good organization, good food, nice hotel.  
 I'm already planning to go to South Africa 2010 but please provide better chairs next time. 
 
Mattias Åstholm, Metso Minerals (Sala) AB, Sweden 
 
 
I thought the conference was excellent. It had a good mix of researchers, operational personal and suppliers. The 
papers varied from technical to experimental and thus combined very well. It was very well attended and arranged to 
give ample time for networking.  
 
Apart from the small projector screen, Falmouth was spectacular.  
 
Christopher Ayers, Anglo Platinum, South Africa 
 
 
I appreciate Comminution 08 Conference in Falmouth. 
 
Positives: good, friendly, familiar atmosphere and all the "non-scientific" things around participants thanks to 
Barry´s family. 
 
Negatives: small room, most attendees from industry and companies, broader spectrum of milling applications is 
needed in future events. 
 
Prof. Peter Balaz, Institute of Geotechnics, Slovakia 
 
 
Thank you for the wonderful opportunity again to attend and participate in MEI conference.  We definitely found 
many contacts and listened to many interesting, in parts provoking, presentations.  And we left Falmouth with good 
knowledge base and memories of the town and the great people who live there! 
 
We would like to extend out thanks to your family, Barbara, Amanda and Jon, who had helped us with many 
questions. 
 
We are looking forward to continue our exchange of news, contacts, information. 
 
Andrey Chumokhvalov, Leotec Group, Russia 
 
 
The weather was memorable for the wrong reasons! The mine tour was interesting to see the smallness of the scale 
of the industry as well as the nature of the processes. Attendance was obviously very positive with a good range of 
talks from fundamentals to operational experience. Trends in increase of fine grinding and HPGR in hard rock were 
observable. 
 
Dr. Paul Cleary, CSIRO, Australia 
 
 



I attended the conference on Tuesday and Wednesday, the presentations were thought provoking, relevant and 
empowering.  
 
The networking was useful; I would like to have seen more operating mines represented.  
 
The venue was OK; the chairs were uncomfortable for long sitting durations. 
 
The location was beautiful, the walk and your local history talk were a treat. 
 
Patrick Donlon, Wardrop Engineering, UK 
 
 
Overall, I thought the conference was excellent.  The material presented was very well done, in that most of it had to 
deal with the issues we face in today's commercial market.  There was very little to no direct marketing of anyone's 
products.  That is what a technical conference should represent.  You and your family put together an excellent 
conference and were very gracious hosts.  The only negative comment I have about the conference was the small 
venue size and the sometimes overcrowded 'lecture hall'.  But I guess you can take that negative comment as a 
compliment, because you generated such a good showing and much interest.  I am looking forward to Cape Town in 
2010!  
 
Mike Druckenmiller, FLSmidth Minerals, USA 
 
 
I found it very interesting to hear about the basic research going on in the field of comminution and listen to the in 
depth profiles presented of the different machines available for a given task. The breaks provided sufficient time and 
opportunity to get in touch with the different people present from research, machine suppliers and operators. 
 
Alexandra Gründken, Humboldt Wedag, Germany 
 
 
It was my first visit to the Comminution conference and I would like to send you and your family my thanks and 
appreciation for an excellently organized meeting. The program was very interesting and I really enjoyed the 
outdoor activities. 
 
I am looking forward to participating in your future meetings. 
 
Boris Farber, Zircoa Inc., USA 
 
 
I would like to express my thanks to you and other members of MEI team for spending a lot of effort to organize 
such a high quality mineral processing event.  This was the second time that I attended comminution conferences 
and it was just great.  It was a good opportunity for me to update my knowledge regarding the most important 
aspects of comminution, particularly in DEM modeling and simulation and energy efficiency areas.  I hope I can 
attend the upcoming comminution conferences and related MEI events as well.  Finally, I appreciate your hospitality 
and your helps during my stay at Falmouth. 
 
Dr. Akbar Farzanegan, University of Kashan, Iran 
 
 

• Good mix of papers, covering a wide range of comminution fields. 
• Coffee and lunch breaks were long enough to allow good networking and discussion. 
• Apart from the JK contributions, which I will leave others to comment on, papers of note include Tavares, 

van der Zanden, Anglo's HPGR and IsaMill applications, Hinde, Hvan, McIvor/Finch, Erdem, de Haas, 
Mainza and Oghazi. 

• Missed Friday so can't offer any comments on fine grinding set. 



• Supplier papers were kept to a minimum, but offer some interesting claims which I hope their final papers 
will be able to substantiate. 

• Good turn out of young researchers and operations people, critical to our industry's sustainability. 
• DEM technology appears to be getting closer to reality, but felt applications with some tangible 

accountable benefit were missing. 
 
Administration of event was excellent. Pity the weather didn't work out as well. 
 
Dr. Toni Kojovic, JKMRC, Australia 
 
 
First of all, the place where the conference held was absolutely fabulous. The food, drinks, environment were 
excellent. 
 
The conference created good chance for me to follow the researches and developments in the lab testworks for the 
design and optimisation of communition circuits as well the results of the practical applications of various 
equipments and circuit configurations in the mining industry. It was also good chance to meet the leading 
researchers all over the world and the people from the industry. 
 
Erkan Koksal, Ovacik Gold Mine, Turkey 
 
 
We wish to express you many...many thanks for reception which you to us have made!!! 
 
We have received a lot of pleasure from the organization of your conference. At your conference we felt as our 
home. The fine organization!!! I think, your conference is the best of the world on crushing and grinding ores. 
 
Also many thanks for yours spouse, your son, your daughter and all your assistants, who helped you to make such 
fine conference. We were in delight from your Garden and your entertainment of especially baked mutton meat. 
 
Alexander Hvan, Navoi Mining, Uzbekistan 
 
 
This was my first conference and I think it was really good.  
  
You should offer group breakfast, group lunch and group dinner all days. Not fancy just simple. I didn't get any 
breakfast any days because the guest house didn't open for breakfast until 8.30. Of course you can raise the price for 
that extra cost. Doing that we have a chance to talk to even more people. 150 people was a little too much and I 
really wanted to meet more than I did. 
  
Otherwise lovely settings. 
 
Lucas Jensen, FL Smidth, Denmark 
 

Overall I was very impressed with the content covering both practical applications and the theory / modelling of the 
current hot items namely HPGR and UFG. The trend away from SAG mill theory and modelling was real and very 
important. The two key disappointments and a comment from my side relate to  

1) the next quantum step in the energy curve, I see figures for Comminution from 4-8 % of global energy used; 
Anglo was quoting 6 % a couple of years back; I see lots of small step possibilities but no large step targeted say at a 
50+% decrease in power drawn. What is the next great "Comminution Device"? I ask that question wherever I go 
but usually just get blank looks. The so-called new technology for both crushing and UFG is 20 years old and being 
forced on not happily accepted in most cases. Having experimented with some new “electrical” machines they have 
a long way to go to match current consumptions. 



2) leads from 1, integration of chemical (blasting etc) and physical is a must for all operations,  along with selection 
and separation from mine face to final separation plant feed, rejecting upto 80% of gangue and low grade particles 
ahead of the final separation preparation steps. Financially the recovery grade curve now needs a third axis, energy 
or cost and optimum recoveries may drop substantially in favour of energy footprints. 

3) the modelling of comminution devices always seems to follow the introduction at a large scale. The modellers 
have to get ahead of the implementation of capital equipment to be of real assistance in optimisation and design of 
circuits. The current actions help the followers, but the leaders in the selection of high risk equipment. This is a 
function of secrecy by the suppliers in believing they can control information re their novel devices.  

Lastly, comminuters have to learn to spell – liberation. 

Prof. Sandy Lambert, University of Cape Town, South Africa 
 
 
The conference is from our view point very well organized. I would recommend always having an evening diner 
together on the first or second day of the conference.  
 
I would also recommend after the conference taking all delegates pictures and placing their names beside it - a so 
call final delegates list -. This makes it much easier when meeting people once again 2 years later. 
 
Don Langlois, Sigmund Lindner GmbH, Germany 
 
 
I have thoroughly enjoyed the conference which brought the complete comminution aspects together for the 
researchers and manufacturers. 
 
Sessions on HPGR and fine grinding areas have certainly exposed the areas where further research is required to 
meet the industry needs. I also feel that if some kind of competitiveness (in the form of best presentation etc...) is 
introduced in the conference, it shall be more interesting. 
 
Dr. Sanjeeva Latchireddi, Outotec, USA 
 
 
Thank you very much for your help, from when you collected me and my colleagues at Truro up to when Jon took 
me to Falmouth Docks. I really enjoyed my stay in Falmouth and the conference was very interesting. 
 
The fine grinding sessions were most interesting for me as due to the general enthusiasm with the grinding media 
and the costs involved in this stage of fine grinding. The papers for innovations of the new Eriez trunnion magnet, 
the sensors for mill monitoring by Megatteaux were also very good. Overall the conference was a great success and 
a great experience on a personal level. I even had a chance to taste the Cornish pasties (pies). The only thing I have 
missed was the tour to the mine site as I left early on Friday. 
 
Please keep it up with your excellent organisation of MEI. 
 
Sonny Mwansa, Anglo Research, South Africa 
 
 
I congratulate you for a very successful conference. Thankyou very much for everything. 
 
I   met valuable colleagues which may result in lasting relationships. This Comminution '08 conference did move 
my career forward in a meaningful way. It was one of the most productive conferences I have ever attended. 
 
Prof. Tarik Ozkahraman, University of Suleyman, Turkey 
 



 
It was a very informative week in Falmouth and energy is becoming the main issue in the area of comminution 
particularly and in mining generally. In the area of fine grinding the value adding of the fine particles is becoming an 
important issue to comply the stringent demand by the downstream industries. The advancement in fine grinding and 
classification machine and grinding mechanism is becoming essential area that needs further research was discussed 
in the conference. 
 
Dr. Sam Palaniandy, Universiti Sains Malaysia, Malaysia 
 
 
Comminution '08 was a really enjoyable and important conference. It gave an excellent update of the current status 
in comminution research. Also, thanks to its (fairly) small format it was possible to have informal discussions with 
those in the field. 
 
My only criticism would be that the sessions should start not earlier than 09.00, since most of the smaller hotels start 
serving breakfast around 08.15. 
 
Dr. B. Pålsson, Luleå University of Technology, Sweden 
 
 
Thanks very much for arranging an excellent conference. 
 
Caroline Pearson, Impala Platinum Ltd, South Africa 
 
 
It was my third time attending Comminution. I enjoyed it!  It was very interesting, despite the fact I could not attend 
all the presentations, because of other duties. 
 
Best regards to all the team that made possible once more the big success of this conference. 
 
Prof. Jorge Pontt, University Federico Santa Maria, Chile 
 
 
I should like to thank you for a fruitful congress. 
 
Some comments: As I have been quite many years out of mining business and have not attended congresses for 
years some part of the presentations was difficult to understand and follow. I mean especially "Understanding of 
Breakage" and "Modelling and Simulation" sessions. In every congress there is small group of scientists that are 
speaking to each others. For amateurs it can be Greek and it would be useful to have a first session where the trends 
and most important terminology are explained. Other possibility is to get the final texts some weeks ahead. 
 
Ilkka Rroitto, Outotec Minerals Oy, Finland 
 
 
Unfortunately I could only participate in the first two days, which largely dealt with crushing, milling, and the 
modelling/simulation thereof. 
 
I experienced the presentations and papers to well serve a baseline for developing knowledge of technology, 
modelling and process design. 
 
The contacts made and information exchanged with the various delegates provided an important insight in views, 
opinions and experiences. These contribute to support new developments and efficiency in processing. 
 
I experienced it a very positive that a strong attention was drawn to applications for HPGR, and the discussions on 
HPGR flow sheet optimisation did give an opportunity to share our views, to understand the basics of the process, 
and to look forward into the rapidly expanding field of HPGR application. Especially the recognition by all of the 



fact that mechanically and process-wise the technology is a mature one, and that each project evaluation should 
include a wider perspective of overall plant design efficiency, was a stimulating one. 
 
Frank van der Meer, Humboldt Wedag, Germany 
 
 
It was a great pleasure to attend Communition 08 and it has proved to be a lucky decision to abandon the idea of 
splitting the conference into three discrete symposia. It was most interesting and important to learn about progress in 
related fields, with most delegates attending all presentations. Standards were high as was discipline within the 
timeframe. The four day period made it possible to engage in lively discussions and to make good contacts, not least 
because of the 'squeezing in the conference room' as well as the most pleasant and informal atmosphere that was 
created during intervals. It is good to see that again so much attention is paid to comminution as well as the interest 
of a younger generation, many of them female. We enjoyed the walk - unfortunately I missed the dinner but would 
not have been able to attend anyway because of the Mac problem. The conference was a great success, thank you all 
and congratulations. 
 
Hans Van der Zanden, Synside, Belgium 
 
 
I thought that the content of the presentations was more applicable to me than ever before (hence my first 
attendance), involving Malcolm Powell and the JK guys certainly bolsters our interest. The 4-day duration of the 
conference was also good. I felt that the presenters generally could have spoken a little more, perhaps 25min for ppt 
thus 30 min in total. The "supplier-ratio" was sufficiently low, as it's a real put-off when a conference becomes a 
vendor-show. 
 
Overall, a great event. I also think it would be great to follow on from the more pertinent themes from SAG, as the 2 
yr frequency of your conference is a great in-between chance to view "progress" on certain issues that come up on 
the 4/5 year rotation of SAG. 
 
Wayne van Drunick, Anglo Research, South Africa 
 
 
I attend conferences primarily to promote networking and business development for my client and to get a technical 
education secondarily. I really enjoyed the outdoor excursions and the dinner at that wonderful (Trebah) garden. 
 
The conference with 155 delegates was about "the perfect size". Also, Cornwall was a very pleasant surprise and 
apart from being effective business-wise, I had an excellent time. 
 
Comminution 10 should be excellent... 
 
Hans von Michaelis, Randol International, USA 
 
 
I regard the conference as successful both in gaining a wide overview on the current scientific status on 
comminution and in obtaining a different view on comminution as opposed to my own industry. 
  
I regret the lack of information and research on ultrafine grinding in ball mills (P80 <10 µm) and other machines 
with the exception of jet mills.  
 
It was comforting to see that the topic in the minerals industry is energy and that it is addressed properly.  
The Comminution 08 definitely was a good opportunity to meet leading researchers in the field. 
 
Anon, Name and Address Supplied 
 
 


